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Farmville, VA

Pat Dailey Comes to Longwood Journalist to Speak
on Mafia
By TOM HARRISON
Pat Dailey, next to his long
time friend Jimmy Buffet, Is
one of Keywest's Legends. His
"Good Time Songs" and
"Dieeman" humor has developed himself a reputation as
a rip-roaring song player with
a comedian twist. With responses of clapping and
chanting in a rowdy appreciation from his fans. Pat Dailey will engulf you into a saloon balladeer's heaven. For
those who might have shaded
ears to adult humor, look out!
Even though his performance
is geered towards night club
humor, his tasteful everyday
life songs will bring a smile to
each and every face. If you
don't believe me. ask anyone
who went down to the Florida
Keys for spring break last
year. So come out and see
student union privleged class
act. all the way from Keywest.
on Friday. October 6.

Attention
Freshmen!
If you. the freshmen, are
interested In representing
your fellow classmates, then
the time is now to pick up an
application from your hall
RA's. This Is an opportunity
for you to speak out for members of the freshman class. If
you want something done
about any problems that you
might face, then this is how to
go about It professionally.
These offices will get you involved In school activities,
and enhance your leadership
abilities. SGA is behind you
100%; we encourage you to
participate.
SGA would like students to
attend the meetings every
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
Lankford building conf. room
1.

Dan E. Moldea, an
investigative Journalist who
specializes in organized crime
exposes, will speak at
Longwood College on Tuesday
evening. Oct. 3. at 7:30 in
the Gold Room of Lankford
Building,
The topic of Moldeas leeture and slide program is 'The
Majia in America." The public
is invited to attend the
program free of charge.
Moldea's first book was
The HoJJa Wars: Teamsters,
Rebels. Politicians and the
Mob. published in 1978. It
was selected by the book- ofthe-Month Club and syndicated by The New York Times.
After three hardcover printings. it was published in paperback in 1979 and also has
been translated into French.
Italian. and Japanese.
The HoJJa Wars chronicled
the rise and fall of former
Teamsters' president Jimmy
Hoffa. The book was praised
in The Village Voice as "a fascinating inside history of the
union, its triumphs and corruption." The Christian Science Monitor called it "welldocumented, detailed, and
terrifying."
In 1983 Moldea published
his second book. The Hunting
of Cain: A True Story of
Money. Greed and Fratricide,
Pat Dailey will display hla comedlc talent Friday The books subject was the
night.
police investigation of the
1980 contract murder of
corporate
executive
Constantine "Dean" Milo in
Akron. Ohio. It was described
by one reviewer as "a God'seye view, fascinating and
horrifying."

Choral Festival
Comes to Longwood

On October 12 the Music
Department will be hosting
the Longwood College High
School Choral Festival. Over
three hundred singers from
all over Virginia will converge
on Farmville for an all day
rehearsal and 8 p.m. performance in Jarman Auditorium. The concert will include
Gloria by John Rutter and O
Clap Your Hands by Ralph
Vaughan Williams. The choir
will be accompanied by brass,
percussion and piano. The 75
voice Longwood College Con-

cert Choir will make up the
core of the festival choir. Dr.
Donald Trott. Director of
Choral Activities at Longwood, will conduct the program. According to Dr. Trott.
a chorus of over 300 presents
a sound that is unforgettable
and extremely exciting. All
students, staff and faculty are
encouraged to attend this free
public performance. For more
information, contact Dr.
Bruce Montgomery, Festival
Coordinator, at 395-2498.

Moldeas third book was
Victory: Ronald Reagan,
MCA and tne Mob
- Published
m 1986 u was
another bestse
Uer.
A reviewer for Library
Journal wrote: "Crime reporter Moldea spins several
tales in this extraordinary
book, principally the rise of
Music Corporation of America
(MCA) from a fledgling bandbooking company in 1924 to
Hollywood's most powerful
TV. film, and recording
conglomerate, and the
entertwined journey of MCA
clierxt Reagan from mediocre
actor to U.S. President."
Moldeas articles have ap
peared in leading newspapers
and magazines, and he has
done free-lance work with
NBC Nightly News and National Public Radio.
His article, 'Who Really
Killed Bobby Kennedy?." was
the cover story in the June
1987 issue of Regardie.
Moldea was credited by CBSTV News with reopening the
national debate on whether
Sirhan Sirhan, the convicted
assassin of Senator Kennedy,
had acted alone,
Moldea is a past president
of the Washington Independent Writers Association, the
largest local organization of
free-lance writers in the U.S.
He is a member of The Authors Guild and Investigative
Reporters & Editors (IRE),
Moldeas degrees are from
the University of Akron and
Kent State University,
His lecture at Longwood is
sponsored by the Student
Union.
Dark

Attention On
Campus
StUdentS
Anyone Who
Wishes to Change
Their Meal Plan
May* do so This
Week at the
Housing Office
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Off The Wing
Republicans have labeled
Lieutenant Governor Doug
Wilder a "liberal". The question must come to mind.
Why exactly is Doug Wilder a
liberal?". The answer is found
In Doug Wilder's record.
A major concern of voters
in Virginia is roads and
transportation. Doug Wilder's
views on transportation have
changed considerably over
the years.
In 1980. as a state senator.
Wilder opposed Governor
John Dalton's major transportation initiatives.
Throughout the Robb Administration. Wilder, as
chairman of the state Senate
Transportation Committee,
took no action on transportation initiatives. Consequently, state transportation
spending dropped to below
Dalton administration levels
for three years.
Once becoming Lt. Governor. Wilder said he would be
the "eyes and ears" of Governor Baliles on the Transportation Commission. But he
remained silent while the
commission proposed it's
package for road funding.
While campaigning in
1988. Wilder said that more
funding is needed for roads in
Northern Virginia, and then
took credit for the accomplishments of the Baliles
Administration.

Crime is an issue facing all
Virginians. To win the war on
drugs it is necessary to first
get tough on all criminals.
Wilder was confronted in his
1985 campaign with his
record on crime. In 1985 he
was able to dart around the
issue, but now with drugs
spreading across the Commonwealth like a malignant
cancer Doug Wilder will have
to answer for the sins of his
past record.
In 1976 he voted against a
House of Delegates bill to Impose mandatory prison terms,
without probation, to those
convicted of a felony with a
firearm.
In 1977 he vpfed against a
House bill to/(mpose mandatory sentences on habitual offenders.
Also In 1977 he voted
against a House bill to Impose
mandatory sentences on habitual offenders.
Also in 1977 he voted
against the reinstatement of
the Death Penalty in Virginia.
Again In 1977 he voted
against a minimum sentence
of 10 years, without parole,
for persons convicted a second time of armed robbery.
In 1979 he voted against a
Senate bill to make it a felony
to brandish a firearm in an
attempt to prevent an arrest
or escape from a police officer.

i\fo»

In 1980 he voted against
the Death Penalty for mass
murderers.
Again in 1980 he voted to
keep an early parole law for
prisoners with six months left
on their sentence.
In 1981 he voted against
the Death Penalty for multiple
murders.
In 1984 he voted against a
Senate bill that would allow
the Commonwealth to appeal
pretrlal rulings in criminal
cases.
In a era when Virginians
are sick and tired of capable
people living off the hard
work of others. Doug Wilder is
against putting people to
work to get their welfare
benefits.
In 1982 Doug Wilder said:
'The state is telling people:
'If you don't have a job. you'll
do whatever we tell you to do.
You'll follow horses down the
street and clean up after
them if we tell you to do
that.'"
Wilder gave that statement
during a debate in which a
very modest Workfare programme was being considered
by the Virginia State Senate.
Wilder was against the programme then, and he will
surely repudiate his record
during this election.
Virginia Democrats have
been caractertzed through the
years as "conservative". But,

= By MIKE WHITFORD
Guest Editorialist
the current trend for Virginia
Democrats has been to emulate the example of their liberal national Democratic
counterparts: but veil themselves in a shroud of conservatism. This is true of Gerald
Baliles, but it cannot be true
of Doug Wilder.
Doug Wilder criticized
Governor Chuck Robb's attempt to move the National
Democratic Party more towards the mainstream, more
moderately conservative,
views of the American voter.
Consequently. Robb would
only support Wilder's bid for
the Lieutenant Governorship
if there were no other qualified candidates.
Doug Wilder also stood by
Governor Baliles' pledge of no
new taxes: but said nothing
when the Governor lobbied
for. and got. one of the largest
tax increases in the history of
the Commonwealth. Then,
once the taxes were raised, he
said he was against them.
Wilder, while a member of
the State Senate, sponsored
legislation to raise income
taxes. Inheritance taxes, and
motor vehicle taxes.
Doug Wilder criticised
Owen Pickett. then a
Delegate, in his 1982 U.S.
Senate bid for "pandering to
the conservatives". And
(Continued on page 12)
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ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed in
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood
College,
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be signed, typed or
printed neatly, state the
author's years, and major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804) 395-2120.
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Perspectives on Longwood
By Drs. Ed Smith and
they were either very dissat- gram is to give every LongJohn Reynolds,
isfied with Longwood's^on- wood student, regardless of
We've been hearing a lot tribution in this area. These major, a chance to study
lately about how the world is data indicate that Longwood. abroad. It provides informashrinking and how we're en- in the past, has not given tion on all accredited overseas
tering an age of global inter- sufficient attention to this programs to all Longwood
dependence — of how eco- critical area.
students, and it assists in
nomic and political changes
We are addressing this finding scholarship money to
in countries on the other side weakness by revising our help students travel abroad.
of the world will affect the General Education Program
Representatives from varquality of life in Virginia.
and by greatly expanding our ious study abroad programs
The funny thing about it is, International Studies Pro- are periodically invited to
its true. If the Tokyo Nikkei gram.
Longwood to discuss their
For
at
least
the
last
two
Stock Average drops 50
programs with interested stupoints, ten people in Roanoke and a half years the faculty dents. The Director of the Incould lose their Jobs. If the has been engaging in vigorous ternational Studies Program.
political changes going on in academic debates on general Dr. John Reynolds (Grainger
the Soviet Union produce a education. Later this year we 213. 395-2172). also works
de-stabilization in that will put the last piece In our with Department Chairs at
country, then American in- revised general education the College to develop special
vestments in that country plan, and next year we will international programs.
could plunge, along with our Implement it.
Another focus of the prosense of security.
Students will be required gram is to broaden the horiFor purposes of both peace to take a course that is zons of our students by Invitand prosperity, we need to specifically designed to give ing visiting professors to
understand other cultures.
them an understanding of campus to present lectures
In 1988. as part of our col- other cultures and societies. on the latest developments in
lege-wide assessment pro- Students who enter Longwood the areas of international
gram, a group of Longwood under this plan could select a politics and trade. A recent
freshmen were asked a series course in. possibly, world re- example is the symposium on
of questions about their per- llgions. anthropology, world "Change in the Communist
ceived progress towards cer- geography. Japanese, the World and America's Rehistory of China, or another of sponse" presented by Drs.
tain educational goals.
One of the questions that this type.
Merle and Marshall Goldman
Longwood freshmen scored
Additionally, every general during the Inaugural Cerelowest on was "Becoming education course will be monies,
Students can also elect to
aware of different philoso- required to address its
phies. cultures, and ways of subject matter from diverse minor In International Studies. They can select certain
life." Only 33 percent of perspectives.
Longwood freshmen felt that
The second way in which "focus" programs which deal
they had made substantial we are giving our students a with various parts of the
progress towards this goal, better understanding of other world through a series of lecwhereas 49 percent of stu- cultures Is through our Inter- tures.
On September 15. Longdents at comparable colleges national Studies Program. It
provides opportunities for wood hosted a symposium on
felt that they had.
This finding is supported students to study abroad, for international studies. Fifteen
by data from an alumni sur- faculty to teach abroad, and colleges and universities were
vey conducted last year, for foreign students and fac- represented. As a result of
Alumni were asked about ulty to come to Longwood. this meeting, the Council of
their satisfaction with Long- (For example, next semester a International
Studies
wood's contribution to their physics professor from China Advisors was formed to
growth in different areas. The will be coming to Longwood to monitor, evaluate, and advise
results were generally very teach, and next year one of the institutions of higher
positive — 96 percent were our faculty members will be education
In
the
either very satisfied or satis- going to China to teach),
Commonwealth on interfied with their Longwood exThe International Studies national programs.
perience.
Program also encourages the
In John Naisbitt's book.
However. on the item Internationalization of both Megatrends, ten magatrends
"Awareness of different cul- the curriculum and campus that will profoundly affect our
tures and ideas." one of every life at Longwood.
future are delinerated. One of
four alumni indicated that
A major goal of the pro- these is the shift from a
national economy to a world
economy. As he says.
Trends, like horses, are easier to ride in the direction
they are already going." There
are lucrative career opportunities for those with the foresight- and ambition to capiDo you ever wonder what Dean of Students, the talize on this megatrend.
student affairs administrators Director of the Career
More importantly. If we are
do every day? Have you ever Planning and Placement to survive the nuclear age and
considered a career in College Center (CPPC). a Student live in harmony, we need to
Student Personnel? If you Development Educator, or the understand and be open to
answered "yes" to either of Director of Housing, to name different cultures and ideas.
these questions, then read on a few. All you have to do is conflict* more readily arises
for an opportunity available contact Niki Fallis. CPPC. out 0f icnorance than underJust for you! On Thursday. 395-2063. or MaryKaye standing. "Let us therefore
October 19. you can be an Benton. Student Development follow after the things which
"Administrator for the Dayl" Educator. 395-2414. and sign make for peace" (The New
Members of the student af- up by Friday. October 13. Testament.
Romans. XIV.
fairs staff have volunteered to Don't miss out on your 19).
be "shadowed." Any Interested opportunity to get the Inside
person can sign up to have a scoop on student affairs
closer look at the Job of the administrators!

Be an
"Administrator"
for a Day!

A Message from
the President
By GEORGE BUSH
Summer is over and there is now blood on their
classes are back in session. hands. Similarly, President
As we begin the school year, Barco of Colombia recently
our thoughts again turn to made an appeal to Americans
the future— a future gravely to stop buying the cocaine
threatened by drugs.
causing the slaughter of
Americans agree that the innocent civilians In the drug
biggest threat we are facing wars there.
Every student in America
as a nation Is drugs, in
particular cocaine and crack. at some point— at a party, in
Who is responsible? Ev- a locker room, in a dorm
eryone who uses drugs. Ev- room— every student must
eryone who sells drugs. Ev- choose to accept or reject
eryone who looks the other drugs. But there is another
choice that college students,
way.
Some people used to call as responsible adults, must
drugs Just a benign form of make— whether to get inrecreation. They're not. Drugs volved in a personal way to
are a real and extremely seri- end drug use. or to look the
ous threat to our schools, our other way.
homes, our friends and our
College campuses have
families. It doesn't matter long been centers of conwhere you live or what school science and idealism in this
you attend. No one is free country, places where stufrom the threat of drugs. In- dents have raised their voices
ner cities, small towns, and to protest oppression, incollege campuses all are un- justice and human suffering
der siege— because America around the world. Yet, no one
is under siege.
would deny that often drugs
On September 5. I an- go hand in hand with
nounced the first comprehen- injustice, suffering and even
sive national strategy to end death. But where is the sound
the siege— to fight drugs with of
protest?
Innocent
tougher laws and enforce- bystanders are killed at
ment, and with improved random on city streets.
treatment, education and Babies are born addicted to
prevention. The programs crack and heroin. Young
we've proposed are an all-out children are forced into the
assault against the evil of drug trade by addicts. What
drug use and drug trafficking. greater
human
rights
We are aggressively attacking violations exist? What greater
the problem from every angle, injustices? Yet, recreational
and proposing a 1990 drug- drug users still on some
budget totaling over eight college
campuses
are
billion dollars—the largest ambivalent to the death and
single increase in history.
destruction they are financAmerica is fighting a war ing.
against drugs. Yet the most
We must appeal to the soimportant weapons In the war cial conscience of every colon drugs are the least lege student on every college
tangible: self-discipline, campus in America. The way
courage, character, support to protest the misery and opfrom one's family, faith In God pression brought about by
drugs is to commit yourself to
and in one's self.
Fundamentally, the drug staying away from drugs—
problem in America Is not one and working to keep them
of supply, but of demand. We away from your friends.
Drug use doesn't usually
are taking strong new action
to stop the flow of drugs into begin the way most people
this country and to stop the would think, with young peodealers themselves; but as ple getting their first drugs
long as Americans are willing from an addict or a dealer.
to buy illegal drugs, some- Instead, they get them free
body, somewhere in the world from "friends" who think casual drug use hurts no one.
will sell them.
Recently. I met with Mrs. Peer pressure is what spreads
Everett Hatcher, the widow of drug use and peer pressure
a veteran DEA agent who was can help stop It.
You can help stop it— if
killed by drug-using cowards.
A woman of considerable you get Involved.
George Bush Is President
dignity, she put responsibility
for her husband's death of the United States. This col
»quarely on "casual" users of umn was written exclusively
cocaine. She's right— and for CoUegtate Times.
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Kooper-Boehm Duo to Perform
Kees Kooper and Mary
Louise Boehm, an Internationally famous violin and piano duo. will appear In concert at Longwood College on
Monday, October 9.
The concert, which Is part
of Longwood's Chamber Music Series, will be at 8 p.m. In
Wygal Recital Hall. It is open
to the public free of charge.
The program will feature
Corelli's Sonata In D Major
(1700), Beethoven's "Spring"
Sonata (1801). Sonata in G
minor for Violin and Piano by
Debussy (1917). William
Grant Still's Suite for Violin
and Piano (1945). and the
Grand Duo Concertant by
Liszt (1830s).
The concert is being performed in memory of Pauline
Boehm Haga. sister of Mary
Louise Boehm. Ms. Haga was
a member of Longwood's music faculty from 1968 until
her death in March of 1984.
On Tuesday. October 10.
Ms. Boehm will conduct a piano masterclass in Wygal for
Longwood piano students.
The masterclass also Is open
to (he public free of charge.
The Kooper-Boehm Duo is
a husband-and-wlfe team
that has performed on four
continents to rave reviews.
Their repertoire boasts the
complete cycle of the 10
Beethoven Sonatas and the
complete sonatas of Brahms.
Mozart, Schubert and Bach,
plus many unusual and littleknown works.
The couple has researched
libraries in America, Europe,
and Russia, discovering and

reviving early romantic works
by Hummel, Kalkbrenner,
Moscheles. Field. Spohr,
Pixis, and Alkan. They have
recorded many of these
works.
They also are authorities
on turn-of-the century American music through their
performances and recordings
of works by Beach. Foote.
Still. Schelling. Loefrier. MacDowell. and Schreiber.
The Koopers own a valuable collection of original
fortepianos. dating from 1785
to 1840. Their recent recording of 18th-century Concert!
for the Forteplano. performed
on antique Instruments anc
recorded In Amsterdam, has
been highly praised in the international press.
Mary Louise Boehm grew
up in a small farming community in Iowa. Kees Kooper
Is a native of Amsterdam,
Holland. They met in Paris
when Koopers pianist became
ill four days before a scheduled concert and Ms. Boehm
was asked to replace her.
Three years later they were
married.
The duo has been described as "one of the most
exciting musical teams of'our
time . . .(with) unparalleled
insight about how music
works."
The Koopers entertain by
giving private concerts In
their New York apartment.
Among the guests have been
diplomats and" representatives
from the United Nations.
They also have a European
base on the Mediterranean

tllt'lMhl

island of Mallorca, Spain.
Their 250-year-old house In
the ancient town of Pollensa
Is the scene of intimate concerts called "Conciertos Calvari." named after the famous
street on which the house is
located.
Recordings by the KooperBoehm Duo will be available

fllP i

lor purchase lollowing their
concert.
Longwood's Department of
Music is establishing the
Pauline Boehm Haga Music
Scholarship. Contributions to
the scholarship endowment
may be sent to the Office of
Institutional Advancement.
Longwood College. Farmville,
VA 23901.
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Two
Artists
Speak
on Life

(Hampden-Sydney)
What are some of the
problems
married
professionals
face
in
satisfying personal ambitions
and coping with each other's
egos, without ignoring joint
responsibilities?
Artists Robert Tynes and
Bette Bates will show slides of
their work and discuss how
they deal with egos, marriage,
and careers In an address entitled Two Artists Under One
Roof, at Hampden-Sydney
College. Thursday. October 5
at 7 p.m.. In the Jones Rare
Books Room of Eggleston Library. The lecture is open to
the general public.
Mr. Tynes. a "Trompe
L'Oeil" painter, is currently
Artist in Residence at the
University of North Carolina.
Asheville. His style combines
abstract background surfaces
with super-realistic overlays.
His recent exhibitions include
a solo show at the Contemporary Museum in Honolulu
and a group show at the Lillian Heidenberg Gallery In
New York.
Ms. Bates creates mysterious and fantastic figures and
circumstances in her drawings on paper. A solo exhibition of her work was shown
recently by the Asheville Museum of Art In Asheville. N.C.
Ms. Bates is on the faculty of
UNC Asheville.

Longwood Speaks Out
Question:-what do you think about Condom
Vending Machines on Campus?
1. "Now I'd guess they'd do
2. "Pretty good' — Edison
3. I think that's fine. Eva pretty good Jobl It would Chin. Freshman
eryone has the right to do
save someone going to the
what they want to do. It prodrugstore."
Kevin
motes safe sex. — Zhan CaCarroway, Freshman
plan. Freshman

#*

W

4. "I think it's disgusting.
It's for a bunch of homy guys
who have an active sex life. —
Jennifer Whitmore. Sophomore

6. "If people take them seriously they oughta be on
campus. I don't like mistakes.
— Ronda Gibbs. Freshman
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ITS
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
OCTOBER 30th - NOVEMBER 3rd
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Help Wanted: Motivated,
enthusiastic, responsible
college-age students with
Type I diabetes to serve as
volunteer counselors at statewide family retreat sponsored
by the American Diabetes Assoc. For more info, call Cathy
(703) 989-7871 (days) or Jen
(703) 568-4450 (nights). Cost
of call will be reimbursed.

SLOGAN CONTEST
WIN $20 FOR WINNING SLOGAN
ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 5:00 PM
MONDAY, OCT. 9th
TO DEBORRAH HEBERT
IN STUDENT SERVICES

-J&e

392-1820
L0NGW00D VILLAGE

12" PIZZA WITH ONE TOPPING
PLUS TWO
ICE COLD COKES

$

5.99

ONLY ONE DICOUNT
PER ORDER
EXPIRES 12-15 89

392-1820

(1st FLOOR TABB)

-$&

STOP AND THINK
BE SURE BEFORE YOU DRINK.

L0NGW0OD VILLAGE

16" PIZZA WITH ONE TOPPING
PLUS TWO
ICE COLD COKES

CLASSIFIED AD

$

9.99

ONLY ONE DISCOUNT
PER ORDER
EXPIRES 12 15 89

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALPHA DELTA PI 8. DELTA
SIGMA PI ON THEIR TEAM EFFORTS IN WINNING THE
DOMINO'S PIZZA PIZZATHON.

If you plan to teach any
grade/any subject, the Student Education Association is
for you! Look for info in
Wynne.

HELP WANTED

HELP WA

ACT IN TV
COMMERCIALS
HIGH PAY
No experience ...all ages —
kids, teens, young adults,
families, mature people,
animals, etc. Call Now!
CHARM STUDIOS
1-(800) 447-1530
Ext. 514

COLLEGE/CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
Earn Top $. Flexible
hours...enjoyable...rewarding...gross up to $20,000
per year by helping friends
receive grants/scholarships. For info, please call:
(213)967-2115.

THE

OTHER
STORE
"Oktoberfest"

roTM

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7

BUY ONE SHIRT

392-1492 & 969-3340
LOCATED BBWINDSUNNy'S^tO^Lht ^j
IN THC FARNWILLET 6HOPPINO-CCWTCR
^IfTlflPrP^I 1
•CABUB X\J. ' WO MEMBERSHIP Mf.'
•TRAINER, OJOPKfrV
OPEN 3 A.M. - 9 P.M. • M0N\ tWut. SAT.

FREE /AIMI

AT THE REGULAR PRICE

GET THE SECOND ONE

TONING SYSTEMS

Vl PRICE

HOT TU*h SESSlW

(W"TM ANY F^CKAG-F PURCHASr Otl- 2.-7J

OK \OYo DISCOUNT -**>& COLLFOe±TiJT>tUTS ON Li

4"i
SietipeR^oesr

V0Ol^6 SYSTEMS W( FACIAU

10SettiwtA-...*35"

lOS&Auaa-.... T45.

SPECIAL HOURS
S^GMS

9:00 - 4:00

r
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"Spirit . . . A Longwood Tradition
Friday, October 6
Jarman
Her Field

Play: Androcles and the Lion
Comedian/Musician Pat Dailey

8:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

Saturday. October 7
Gold Room
Red/White/
Green Rooms
Gold Room
Bedford

Jarman
Golf Course
Main/High/Pine
Barlow Field
Lankford/Stubbs
Mall
Lancer Cafe
Lankford/Stubbs
Mall
Lancer Field
Bedford Gallery
Jarman

Lancer Cafe

Guest Registration
Academic Information Center
Campus Tours
Dean's Presentation
School of Education and Human Services
School of Business and Economics
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Undeclared
"The Money Game: Directions
on How to Play"
Williamson Alumni Golf Match
Parade
Alumni Hockey Game
Midway Opens
Biergarten

9:00 - 12:00 a.m.*
9:00-11:30 a.m. *
9:30-12:15 a.m. *
9:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
10:00 & 11:00 a.m. *
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
10:00-4:00 p.m.

Mainstage featuring Performances by Campus Groups
Baseball: Virginia State
1:00 p.m.
Art Exhibit - "Barbara L. Bishop: A Retrospective"....2:00-5:00 p.m.
Play: Androcles and the Lion
4:00 p.m.

Young Alumni Pizza Party
Campus Socials

5:00-7:00 p.m.
8:00 until

'Admissions Office Programs for Prospective Students and Parents

...«
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<% Upcoming
Events

Tuesday - 3
Dan Moldea
Lecture "Mafia In
America"; 7:30 pm.
Gold Room. Lankford.
Women's
Tennis vs. UNC
Greensboro; 3:30.
Barbara L.
Bishop: A Retrospective; 9 amnoon & 1-5 pm.
Bedford.
Mies Van Der
Rohe: Drawings; 9
am - 10 pm. Showcase Gallery.
W's 3-on-3
Basketball;
Entries are Due - Her;
Capt's meeting at
6:30
H-SC - CAC
Lecture. "Violence
In Sports". Crawley Forum. 8 p.m.
Sweet Briar Bistro Party with
Michael Mulvaney,
8-12 p.m.

^■^■■■■■■^M

Wednesday - 4 Thursday - 5
'Androcles
and the Lion"; 8
pm. Jarman Auditorium. $2.
Field Hockey
vs. Wake Forest;
4:30 pm.
Soccer vs.
Mary Washington;
3:30 pm.
Mies Van Der
Rohe: Drawings; 9
am - 10 pm. Showcase Gallery.
Barbara L.
Bishop: A Retrospective; 9 amnoon & 1-5 pm.
Bedford.
H-SC - Movie.
"Body Double"
Johns. 10 p.m.. $1
Hollins
Soccer vs. Randolph-Macon
Woman's, 4 p.m.

"Fletch Lives"
Movie - 7 p.m.
Cafe'.
"Androcles
and the Lion"; 10
am. Jarman Auditorium. $2.
"Androcles
and the Lion"; 8
pm. Jarman Auditorium. $2.
Mies Van Der
Rohe: Drawings; 9
am - 10 pm. Showcase Gallery.
Barbara L.
Bishop: A Retrospective; 9 amnoon & 1-5 pm.
Bedford.

Friday - 6
Mies Van Der
Rohe: Drawings; 9
am - 10 pm. Showcase Gallery.
Barbara L.
Bishop: A Retrospective; 9 amnoon & 1-5 pm.
Bedford.
H-SC - Soccer vs. Ferrum. 4
p.m.
Sweet Briar Dell Party with
Noun Rationale. 37 p.m
Randolph
Macon Woman's Fall Weekend.
Coffee House

Saturday - 7
Mies Van Der
Rohe: Drawings; 9
am - 10 pm, Showcase Gallery.
Oktoberfest
Parade; 11 a.m.;
Maln/Hlgh/Pine
St
Oktoberfest
Midway; noon - 4
pm. Lankford Mall.
Biergarten; 1
- 4 pm. Lancer
Cafe.
Catalinas;
1:30 pm. Lancer
Pool.
Catalinas.
2:30 pm. Lancer
Pool.
Oktoberfest
Malnstage; noon 4 pm, Lankford
Mall.
Children's
Games; 1 - 3 pm.
Wheeler Mall.
Dance Company, 12:30 pm.
Lancer Dance Studio.
Dance Company, 1:00 pm,
Lancer Dance
Studio.
Dance Company. 1:30 pm.
Lancer Dance
Studio.
Golf Tournament; 9 am. golf
course.
Alumni
Hockey Game; 11
am. Barlow Field.
Young
Alumni Pizza
Party. 5 - 7 pm.
Lancer Cafe'.
"Androcles
and the Lion"; 4
pm. Jarman Auditorium. $2.
Barbara L.
Bishop: A Retrospective; 2 - 5 pm.
Bedford Gallery.
Baseball vs.
Virginia State; 1
pm. Lancer Field.
Hollins
Hollins Horse
Show. All Day.
Mary Baldwin - Field Hockey
vs. Randolph-Macon. 1 p.m.

Sunday - 8

Monday - 9

Soccer vs.
Mies Van Der
Atlantic Christian; Rohe: Drawings; 9
1 pm.
am - 10 pm. ShowMies Van Der case Gallery.
Rohe: Drawings: 3
"Fletch
- 5 pm, Showcase Lives". Movie; 6 pm.
Gallery.
Lancer Cafe'.
H-SC
Chamber
NASCAR "500" Music series preRace. Charlotte sents
KooperMotor Speedway. Boehm Duo; 8 pm.
meet at Graham Wygal.'
Hall. 5 am. $30.00
Indoor SocHollins
cer Officials: ApRockbridge Hunt plications Due and
Horse Show. All Meeting; IM Room.
Day.
Lankford.
Mary Baldwin
- Agatha
Christie's "The
Hollow". Collins.
Theater. 8 p.m.
RandolphMacon Woman's dell Party with
"Left Exit." 2-6 pm.
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Joey Smith — Hey Sweetie!
It was great meeting ya. Good
luck always and congrats
with the engagement. Be
Mitch — Who is it this good. Love ya — Jan-Marie
week? — Your Neighbors
Goofy — Hey Sweetness!
I'm
glad we found each other.
Ron — You're next! —
You
make me so happy!
Brian
"When at last I find you.
Your song will fill the air
Red and White. Put a fight,
Sing it loud so I can hear
because Sally's in with the
you
Green and Whites. With
Make it easy to be near you
tradition Longwood — Green
for the things you do enand Whites
dear
you to me — You know I
Lar. — Do you know where will."
Love you always — Gumby
your tooth brush is? — Guess

QnAtMrtU

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma
Tau welcome the Pledge Class
of Fall 89: Ellen. Lynn. Kathy.
Jennifer, and Margret! You've
Joined the BEST sorority!
Remember — We love you!

Jan-Marie. — I'm glad we
decided to room together. It's
a bit of fun despite what some
people say. Just remember
we're friends we share" Yup.
Yup. Yup. — Love ya. Mish

Joe Doe — To the best
pimp a ho' could ask for.
Thanx for the Algebra lesson
— Just remember 1 + 1=3.
Keep up the good work at Joe
Doe's House of Ho's! You still
owe us our "Service Fee"! Love
and Leather — Tease and
Bimbo

Great Uncle Miten — Does
your fling know you go
around the house in your underwear? Just remember
Donk. Donk. Donk. —
Daughter #1

Mitch — Hey Unc! That
was quite a view of your
BVD's! Thanks for being there
Mish — Hey Baby! You're for me. You're a real sweetthe best roomie! We've been heart and one hell of a terrific
through so much together friend! — Love ya. Lil Tease
and have survived!!. We
couldn't have asked for a
To all my girls. — Keep up
better hall or better the good work. This is looking
suitcmates!! Just remember like it's going to be a produc"we're friends, we share!" tive year. — Joe Doe
(everything but Dennis!) —
Love ya Baby! — Jan-Marie
Sunshine. — Well it's been
month now. and you've
Lucky. -- Thanks for being surVived Maybe just maybe
there when I needed you. Just you
voun make it the six months!
remember when I needed you. — We'll see — Love, Owl Eyes
Just remember I wear the
pants ln this family. Now you
Amazon Woman, — Please
lake out the garbage. — Little
leave
Chris Anderson alone so
Hiinbo
that he can get to his desigBrian. — Are you SURE nated destination on time. —
you're ready to settle down?
Thanx the designated destiAfter all everything you have nation
It fake. — The other fake person
J — You can run. but...
Laura Crigger. — I hope
Eli and Chris — Can 1 have
you're ready for this weekend the name Amanda? — Sue
— It's gonna be a blast! —
Steph
Vic - HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Beeth head — See
anything interesting out the
window?
Vic — You can always hock
the ring.
Brian — My trash can Is
full. — Thanks. Kan and Sue
Vic — Can you find something better to do with 4-6
hours? We know we can.
Mish — Study hard 'cause
you're going to knock them
dead next year. — Lovage Sue
Just Jimmy. — Come visit
us!! Curry 314 Congrats on
AXPI— Just us

Kan — Thanx for putting
up with the wabblt and the
people. You are the greatest.
— Lovage, Me
Vic — When can we do that
ride kind of thing? Maybe
we'll even see another bear! —
Lovage Your X
Debbie — Little Itch —
Happy birthday — Hope it
was great!! (even if they didn't
embarass you)!
Swooz, — Still waiting for
quality. Probably will be for a
while! — Ter

f "'.TV MTTffTVTrTTVTTITfTTT^TTTlTmTTTTn f^TTIT TITTTTIT WV&b
Lucky — Hickory Dickory
Dock! I'm glad we're over that
phase. You're a very special
guy and you deserve the best,
I'm glad we've become good
friends! Be good and smile!!
Love ya — Lil Tease

Kelly Moran — Is It true
Traci T: New Boyfriend
that sailors have more fun? Is equals end of P.M.S.
it the size of the ship, or how
long It stays in dock??? — Alf
Kaarln S: While the cat's
away, the mouse will play!
Chicken Man — Congrats
on pledging "the" fraternity!
Trish Sheldon: Heard you
Does this mean no more late have a new pet hampster.
Joe Doe. — It will be a pro- night counseling sessions? So Was that the squeaking
ductive year (should there be when Is our beer chat? — coming from your room?
an "re" on that) as long as you Kathy and Trish
keep your end of the bargain.
Kathy S: Watch out, statuDavid P. — You're the one tory rape rules apply to girls.
Remember: Payment in adfor me. To marry you ... too.
vance! Love ya! — D.B.
Would be a dream come true
George — I said — "Damn — Just keep my phone
Jamie Motley Definition:
and the air got thinner, Only ringing: and don't make fun W-H-I-P-P-E-D
thought in my mind was get- of the way I taulk! — Jersey
tin" — NAH!! Hey sweetie I'm Girl
Karen Dolan: Tye Mi Shoo.
glad you're doing better.
Kawen?
Smile Sweetheart!! Love ya
Valene — I hope you have
Baby — Lil Tease
a great birthday. Just think
Mark & Mitch: Done any
next year Is the crawl. You dishes? Make sure your
Chris. — Slept lately? Jinare a wonderful friend and a leashes don't get crossed.
gle, Jingle. Click — Me
great roommate. Have a great
Bryan West: Can we
week. Happy birthday! —
Throughout this week of Love Stacy
borrow your credit card?
spirit try to feel you're near it.
Something old
Tony — I am so glad that
Rachael in 406 Curry. I
Something new
you and I are becoming such have been watching you from
Something bottled
good friends. I hope you have afar. I would like to meet you.
Something blue
a great Oktoberfest weekend Please call 3391 ask for P.A.
Admist the bricks you will and a
_ ^
t blrthd
find the spirit of CHI floats in ctapy
Kathleen Badger: Whaaaat
your mind. But during this
a Babe!
entire week, the spirit of
Poo Bear: — Watch out for
flying Lemonade! Make sure
Longwood you should keep.
All fellow Democrats and
you don't sniffle too hard and Liberals, join me for an
Carp — I hope you had a are able to breathe. I hope
important and informative
good camping weekendl I you feel better soon! Just
meeting at my home. Tues.
know this is a little prema- think in two more weeks you Oct. 3 7:00 p.m. 705 A Oak
ture, but we are going to miss get a big surprise! I LOVE Street. Jesse in '92! ! Thank
you in December! Take care YOU! — 'Your boyyou. William Gaines
and be good! — LDB
Squibby: - Hay there race Mike ^g^ year:
Kieby — I hope you are car driver! When are you en9 months of school
getting pumped up because tering that fancy car in the
3 months of soccer
your big weekend is on its demolition derby! Hope it's
2 days of S_X
wa ! Make sure not to have a
doin
y
S better! Good to have
Having a girlfriend Is great!
ful1 house ln
Kirby's Econo you back! — Dave
Love. Dance Party. USA
Lodge! Keep everything clean!
— Confused
The real "Penthouse suite:"
S and T. — Thanks for
Party times are here again.
putting up with me last week!
Ter and
Glad to see everyone back.
Steph. — Hope — Steph
ya'H had a good weekend,
This weekend will be rockln.
Missed you. — Swooz
Scott. — What time is It?
Kathy. — Rest well, take it
Tee, — Is it time for dinner, Mike — Leave Terri's feet
yet? I hear we're having Chi- alone. Dave — Use protection easy. Hope you feel better
soon. — Your GDI b's and s's.
nese? — Steph
next time! — S and T
CAO: — Ok so it's not a
Vic. — We're building exstix
name I still think it would
citment and shortening the
long wait.
Just remember sound neat when yelled
across a corn field. Remind
that!! — Us
me again ... that smell Is
Larry — Did you enjoy the coffee light? — Luv ya lots.
The person you live with.
pretzels? — Sue

P?H: — Relax, get some
sleep, your wench Is in good
hands.

Eric/Scott: — Welcome
Despite all of the visits
back.
We'll see you. the crew,
from parents wishing you
and
captain
Plookard around
luck for a bountiful weekend.
Oktoberfest.
Mitch, — Can you make — The Condom Fairy.
our 8:30 more entertaining?
Big Chief — I love you —
Robin Hood: — Weekend
— Thanks, your neighbors
Little
Squaw
after Fall Break, no matter
Amy C. — No pressure-no what right you know what
To my early morning
problem. We miss ya. — The they say. from the ashes of "pledge" caller: I wish you
disaster grow the roses of
toothpaste fairies
success. Your eternal love, — didn't hang up on me. I was
enjoying our conversation. I
Maid Marion
answered all of your quesCongratulations to the 12
new pledges of Alpha Phi
G.S.B. Jr: — Don't tions now it's my turn ... next
Omega! Welcome to our fra- overwork yourself, you Don time don't hang up on me. I'll
ternity! — APO Love. Suzanne Juan you
be waiting to hear from you.

Klowns —
SPIRIT!! — Sue

Keep

the

J. — Just say CHAI — T.

^™

R.A.D.: — Sorry to hear
about Big-Brother. It's ok. she
didn't fit the bill anyway.
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Eli — Sleeping? — You
know who!

Sue — Have fun klowning
Mary Francis — I know I'm around! — Lovage, VIC
not supposed to say, Thank
Kan — Do we have to go to
you" when you listen or let me
Myrtle's
class? — Lovage sleep on your floor, but I
VIC
mean it and thus I'll tell you
again and again.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!
To the Sisters of Alpha Way to go new Alpha Gamma
Gamma Delta — Though the Delta pledges, you made it.
only words I can say are. Great decision. Get ready for
Thank you" as payment for learning, growing. FUN days
your friendship and standing ahead. — Love your, Alpha
by me always remember Gamma Delta Sisters
you're my family and I need
To all the brothers and
you. — RJL.
sisters of Gamma Delta Iota
Greg — Your a great RA — Thanks for being there!
Why pay for friends when the
and mega-pal — Rene
best things in life are free!
Beth Camillo — Just for Being yourself is all that
really matters. Follow your
being here ... thanx — RJL
heart, not the crowd. Gamma
Holly and Debbie — I miss love is true.
you guys! You know where I
am, so come and visit! Love,
Jackie. — How is the
— Your ex-suitemate Rhonda "Herpes"? I'm sorry Suicide
made you think you were
Kirsten K.. — Congrats on diseased. I'm glad you are
your engagement!!! He is a feeling better. — Your
great guy. Tau Love. — Your Peabody's buddy
sisters in ALT
Congrats to the new AAn
Elyse. — After your long Pledges. You're awesome. —
FLING ... Its about time he Pi Love. Beth
gave you a ring. Congrats on
To Noel L. — For someone
your Preeeeee - engagement.
— AIT Love and ours, so cute you sure do cock an
Kirsten. Kris, Rhonda, and attitude. Lose that temperment and maybe we could
Sharon
talk. — Guess who?
To the sisters of Delta
All the sisters of Alpha
Sigma Theta — Thanks for
the great time. Next time the Delta Pi would like to conparty is on us. — The Sisters gratulate all of our new awesome Baby Pi's.: Carrie Holof AIT
land. Terri Gilbert. Pam
The Sisters of AIT would Oglevee. Amy Mariner,
like to congratulate all the Stephanie Shoemaker. Dania
sororities on a great rush. Baber. Joi Berenguer.
Katherine Bledowski. and
Good luck pledges!
Donna Bobbit. — n. AAn
Chris — Jingle. Jingle. Spirit
Click! — You know who!
Notice: To all campus organizations. Art Works. Inc..
will make buttons for your
organization at the cost of 1
dollar per button. If you have
any questions or requests for
a button design, contact
President. Cheryl-Renee
Whitehead at Box 1144 or
303 Stubbs.

Hey Becky! — Thanks for
everything you done for me!
I'm glad we can talk open to
each other. I hope things
work out for you and K. I'm
sure they will, this time!! I'm
here for you if you need me.
Love ya tons — Sara

Sharon — I'm here to Fluff
you up! Your hair looks fine,
Aunt Kris Rossi. — Con- flea bag! — Elyse
gratulations! I'm glad they
named her after us. — Ree
Robin Egg — Thanks for
being there bug! You're a
Steph and Vonda Kay — great roomie. (Oh I like your
Thank you for everything you boy friend too.) We're having
guys did. Its nice knowing an extra psychological affair.
that there are people who do —AIT Love. Elyse
care for you out there. Thanxs
again — TNT
AHOY Kate. — CHIP visited
yesterday when I saw him I
Timothy Dale B. — I'm SCREAMed. "POPs dating a
here for you whenever you TART." At that time a CIN of
need someone. I love you — MIN ROLLED in. I wanted
them to leave, but we could
T.S.H.
BAR NONE. — The Vendor
Chris — The quest contin- Patrol
ues for the name ... — Me
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Stephanie Powell — I continued to ask myself the never
ending question 'Why me"?
But, I've finally come to realize that certain people Just
aren't worth it. Thanks for
having faith In me and helping me to have faith in myself.
You always seem to be there
when I need you most (i.e.
Sat. night) Sorry to put you
through that all the time —
hopefully that'll be the last
time. You're wonderful!!

Dr. Maria Silveira —
Though not a grand or
elegant note, your time, love
and dedication for your
masterpiece of a cake for Dr.
Dorrills' inauguration is
Kevin — Happy nineteenth appreciated. Not only for the
birthday!!! (Oct. 6th) — Re- tasty icing or batter, but for
exibiting the love for
becca
Longwood we shall all strive
Hey. J. B. — Lookin' for- to attain.
ward to our awesome akronSlimer: You're the best
ized fall break. We gotta go
search for that PERFECT thing that ever happened to
LITTLE BLACK DRESS (for me. I'm so glad we fell in love.
Sue. Kan. Vic. and Eli — under $50. please). — Love You'll have all my love forever.
Love: Krick
3rd floor just wouldn't be the ya, Bek
same without you party aniKodak and the Sock
mals! — S-M-all
Dave Holtzman — Been
with any Blow-Up Dolls Shaver: You two are great
roomies!! Keep on smiling!
Amy N. — So have you lately? — Love. Us
Love ya: Krick
seen my little friend? Football!
— S-M-all
Claimus — Thanks for beBrian: Hey do you have
ing so supportive of me
Charlie Warner — You're a through my beer goggle expe- any secrets for me? Oups I
super Greek Affairs Guy. I rience. You didn't have to mean surprises? You're friend
appreciate all your help and laugh
so
hard! Just on 8th floor
support during RUSH. Long- remember that at least I was
Congratulations Kiesten on
wood is proud to have you. drunk, but you were sober
You're the BEST! — Sherri
when you went out with your engagement. Elyse on
Hotorsped. Ha! — Your best your "trinket". Robin on that
Psile lavalier. and Dana June
Congratulations to the new buddy
1. 1990. Well all be thereto
pledges of Sigma Kappa:
throw
yellow roses at your
Laura Coxon. Maria Harm.
Booner — How much
Nicole Jesser, Jane Lawrence. satisfaction did you get from wedding. — Tau the sister
Andrea MeSick. Jan Mus- seeing Tarzan soar like an and pledges of AIT
grave. Kellie Rutherford. eagle and then crash and
Dear Elyse. hope this week
Stephanie Smith. Shelley burn? How about those rope
is
better
than last! Cheer up
Stansbury.
Stephanie burns? — Poonie
Katie and Robin — Air
Stelninger. and Kristy Syverson. I love you! Your advisor.
Amus — I'm so glad that
Cathy Hines — No DTs for
Sherri
you're my roomie again. Our
you
until you're foot heals! I'll
last year is going to be awebe
watchin
you Wascally
some. It's time to start making those goals and conquer- Whootebager. — Tan Wahwah
ing them, or should I say Wobin
P.S. Wanna bagel?
"Him" — Aawwhh! — Loveage,
Pennis
KM — You are way behind
Tammy Rose — Your on your scammin. By now
you should be up to double
Secret Sigma Loves You!
digits. — RB
Booner — I enjoyed the
No. 11 — You don't know
Owl Eyes — So you found
bonding
experience, but more
how much you have hurt me.
than the average of 12.5 the first note card? That's ok!
Once again, my heart has
I still say let's make it work.
been broken. I'm sorry. I love times per day is a little more — Love S-M-all
you very much, so I'm going than I can handle! — Pearlene
Penny — So many guys to
choose from all at once!
Which one is your TRUE
LOVE??? Have fun deciding!
— Becca

to let you have your freedom.
Davey P. — Want a date?
If you're wrong and I'm right, You drive. Oops, forget. We'll
you will be back. I'm waiting. walk — Your woman
I love you! — Love. S.J.H.
Bob Hood. — Is it a girl?
Terry and Howie — Thanks You like her don't you? Don't
a bunch for your concern; it you?
has meant so much to me! I
hope I can count on you guys
Chris M. — You big
if I need advise or Just to talk. spartan warrior, you. — Love.
Take care and maybe things Alexander
will work out?!? Thanks
Dr. Challender, — I think
again. Love ya — Sara
I'm in love with you! Have you
Hey Guys. — I've got ever thought about teaching
leather and lace very pretty some GRADUATE classes?
face. I like a man that's HOT. Remember how much I love
So if you think you're strong Edgar Allan Poe. — An
and can play all night long, Alumni and Admirer
come on boy. why not? —
The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Leather Queen
Alpha are proud of their Red
Susan D. — By the time Hot Pledges — Jayne Adair.
you read this, you may know Sandy Alford. Kirsten Baum.
who I am. If not. you'll know Carol Campo. Carl Hanzl.
very soon. You're awesome Happy Hull. Tracey Lowery.
and I love you. Sigma love. — Heather Mauck and Monlque
Voehringer.
Your big sis

Sharon — If the "right"
man walked into your life and
his first name started with an
"S". what would you do?
ALPHA SIGMA TALL would
like to congratulate Rhonda
Wall for achieving the highest
cumulative GPA and CherylRenee
Whitehead
for
achieving
the
highest
semester GPA for the spring
1989 semester.
ALPHA SIGMA TAU would
like to congratulate the mem
bers of the 3.0 GPA Club:
Vlcki Ellis. Robin Burroughs.
Megan Janney. Rhonda Wall,
and Cheryl Renee Whitehead.
MW — This may seem awfully petty, but please don't
hug me If you're sweaty. —
RW
Brian — It is almost a
schnapps night! — Me
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1 Greek Affairs
Delta's Lose Charter
By CHRISTY HIERHOLZER
The Deltas had never been
a favorite of the administration, labeled as sort of a
"rebel" fraternity they kept the
administration on their toes
always ready for a new
dispute to arise concerning
this particular fraternity. That
day finally arrived, known as
Wild Turkey Day to the
Deltas. It falls on the first
weekend of the spring
semester. A lot of their
alumni showed up for this
celebration. The school, in
turn, suffered considerable
damage. Windows were broken, doors were kicked in and
a water fountain was busted.
No one was charged individually for these acts, instead the whole fraternity had
to suffer. The next semester
they were able to take
pledges, but their social
privileges were taken away.
The next incidence occurred the day they got their
social privileges back. They
had a golf party which had
lasted all day and that night
alx)ut a half a dozen brothers
went to Pi Kap Chapter room.
After being refused to be let In
a fight broke out. this action
caused them to lose the recruitment of new pledges for
the fall semester of 88. Again,
the whole fraternity was
charged for the acts of certain
individuals.
The Deltas realizing that
they should try to make
amends with the administration admitted to letting
pledges in without a 2.0 grade
point average. Marvin
Ragland, who was their advisor at the time, said this
would be a beneficial move. It
turned out he was wrong. The
school said the only reason
the Deltas admitted to this is
because they were backed
against a wall. The school
then began procedures to
take their charter away.

The Delta Sigma Phi
nationals were contacted and
four people Scott R. Cooper.
Mike Wims. Ed Rodrigez. and
Loren Perlsteln showed for
the meeting. At this time the
Deltas had no advisor. Marvin
Ragland was In transition Into
another Job, so it was only
Eton Kelley. Delta Sigma Phi's
president, who had to defend
the whole fraternity.
Out of this meeting came
the 9-point plan, which upon
completion of this plan, the
fraternity would not lose Its
charter.
The first point on this plan
was completed between these
dates and after a 5 minute
meeting with each brother
one was placed on disciplinary probation and eight
on academic probation.
The second point was also
completed, but It also took
the greatest amount of time to
complete. Sue Saunders,
Dean of Students made
arrangements with Scott R.
Cooper, director of Fraternity
Services for the fraternity to
make personal apologies Instead of a written apology
concerning the initiates
without grades.
The third point wasn't
followed through by nationals, which was, of course, not
the fraternity's fault, so this
point overall, was ignored.
The fourth was honored by
their nationals, Kurt Allen
was sent to give a speech on
leadership, the school sent no
one. The fifth was also completed.
The sixth point didn't even
coincide with the colleges requirement of all other fraternities to have a 2.0 to be
initiated. The pledges of Delta
Sigma Phi had to receive a
2.4. Three faculty members
came and spoke on academic
improvement.
Charlie
Warner, head of Greek Affairs, never offered any help.

One phone conversation was
held between Charlie and
Elon suggesting that all
brothers with a grade point
average under a 2.5 go to
every professor and get the
grades and the number of
classes they missed for that
month and have Charlie sign
it. This, of course, was never
confirmed and plus the men
in their fraternity felt their
grades were their own
responsibility and not Charlie
Warner's.
The seventh point was
completed by holding three
non-alcoholic events with
Alpha Sigma Alpha Delta Zeta
and Zeta Tau Alpha. Again,
this was done completely by
Delta Sigma Phi without any
help from Charlie Warner.
The eight point was the
meetings with the Coordinator for Greek Affairs which
were all attended by both
Eton Kelley and Charlie
Warner. Charlie never asked
how the program was going,
nor did he ever offer assistance.
Believing they had all
points completed the brothers
of Delta Sigma Phi had gone
well beyond the stipulations
of this plan. They also held a
can and clothes drive for their
philanthropy, a bike ride for
special Olympics and packaged bags of food as a community service. All of this,
which was not included In the
Nine Point Plan took a lot of
time and effort and was initially to show the school that
they wanted to work things
out and put past grievances
behind them.
The nine point plan was
reviewed. Still. Elon had no
advisor, and thus was still
defending his fraternity
against the members of the
administration. A fault was
found in the completion of
this plan. One black sorority
Delta Sigma Theta and one

black fraternity Phi Beta
Sigma were not formally
apologized to as a group. The
brothers, not aware they were
to contact this fraternity and
sorority had failed completion
of the nine point plan
according
to
the
administration.
This Is what caused the
charter to be taken away. All
of the hard work and effort
the members of Delta Sigma
Phi put into this nine point
plan was essentially thrown
down the drain.
On May 3. 1989 Sue
Saunders received a letter
from Delta Sigma Phi
nationals recommending
removal of the charter since
all 9 points were supposively
not completed. On May 18,
1989 Charlie Warner wrote
back to nationals.
This letter shows that they
were ready to remove the
charter even before the Grand
Council was addressed. Also
they plan to separate these
men as much as possible,"
like they're outcasts of the
school. Even Dave Rettig was
given direct orders that no
Deltas were to live in Cox.
Here are some of the school
activities these so-called outcasts are involved in:
Bill Johnson - Resident
Assistant
Kevin West - Resident Assistant
Scott Hovermale - Vice
Pres. of SGA. Resident Assistant
Matt Sisk - Treasurer of
Senior Class, Honor Board
Chairman. Treasurer of IFC
John Kelsey - Pres. of Junior Class, Honor Board
member
Matt Culbertson - Pres. of
Sophomore Class
Greg Marshal - Treasurer
of Sophomore Class
Tim Anderson - Vice Pres.
of Greek Council. Vice Pres. of
IFC

1
Pat Harrison - Honor
Board member
Joey Azero - Honor Board
member
Chad Smith - Resident
Assistant
The members of Delta
Sigma Phi weren't informed of
their charter being removed
until June 7.
The charter has been taken
and the members live both on
and off campus, even their
letters were taken out of the
dining hall.
Now
whether
the
procedure was done fair or
correctly is up to one's own
discretion, but these are the
facts and because of this
incidence it reflects badly on
all members of the Greek
society both as Individuals
and as a whole.
Writer's note: I personally
went to see Charlie Warner to
talk about this incidence. He
said that both he and Sue
Saunders wanted to talk to
me. I left my name and
number and was never
contacted.

EATING RIGHT
IS HIGHLY
LOGICAL
Recommendations:
Eat high-fiber foods, such
as fruits, vegetables, and
whole grain products. Eat
fewer high-fat foods.
Maintain normal body
weight. And live long
and prosper.

AMERICAN
V CANCER
? SOCIETY
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Player
of the

BARBIE PRETLOW
For solid performances in
Longwood College's last three
Games
freshman Goalkeeoer
games. Ireshman
goalkeeper
Barbie Partlow has been
named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the
period Sept. 24-Oct. 1. Player
of the Week is chosen by the
Longwood College sports information office.
In her very first Intercollegiate contest. Partlow stopped
two Georgetown penalty
strokes and made 20 saves in
a 3-1 Longwood loss. Despite
Longwood's
showing last
week with a tie and two
losses. Partlow chalked up a
total of 50 saves and allowed
just three goals for a 94 save
percentage in the three contests, all on turf and all on
the road.
A 1989 graduate of
Shawnee High School. Partlow is the daughter of Robert
and Margaret Partlow of Medford Lakes. Majoring in
secondary education, she
played on state and South
Jersey championship teams
in high school.

Monthly
Payment Plan
Due
Deadline for signing up for
the Monthly Payment Plan for
the spring semester 1990. is
October 20. Applications can
be obtained from Fran
Wilmoth in the Treasurer's
office or Cashiering and Student Accounts between 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m.
Many students
and
parents have found paying
school expenses on a monthly
basis
an
attractive
alternative. The plan is
available to any full time
student.
Should you have questions
about the plan, contact Fran
Wilmoth at 395-2272.
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Lady Lancers Field Hockey
Two goals in the final eight
minutes Just weren't enough
for the Longwood College field
hockey team to bring down
James Madison as the Dukes
won 3-2 at James Madison
Sunday afternoon. The loss
finished Trough wWkonthe
road with the Lady Lancers
picking up a tie and two
losses to drop their overall
record to 2-4-2
Longwood returns to its
home field on Wednesday to
host Wake Forest at 4:30 p.m.
Goals on Sunday were
scored by senior Liz Annet
and sophomore Theresa
Platte with assists provided
by sophomore Ellen Binswanger and senior Beanie
Felch. respectively.

Saturday. Longwood and
Lock Haven battled to a 0-0
tie in double overtime at
James Madison. Freshman
goalkeeper Barbie Partlow
turned
in
a sterling
performance in he goal,
ha king up 19 sav
',
es~For
n
f
ar ow s
f " f Performance in the
^ady La,""r S Jast three
fm" shf i13* bee" name<l
Longwood College Player of
J.he. Week by the Longwood
C llege s orts
P
'"formation
fp
^
t.
Over three
games, she
made 50 saves and gave up
three goals for a .94 save
percentage. In addition, she
stopped two penalty strokes
against Georgetown in her
first intercollegiate contest.
The Lady Lancers lost to

Georgetown
3-1
at
Georgetown last Tuesday. The
lone Longwood goal was
scored by Platte.
After this Wednesday's
Wake Forest game. Longwood
travels to Randolph-Macon on
Friday,

Men's Soccer
,,,
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'° loss
Wednes-

vision and trail first place
Shenandoah (3-1) which has
.
completed its division slate.
^ " _? ^O^ °ve,r The loser of Wednesday's
"ncoln Memorial Saturday
game will be all but elimite a
WlU
¥>W™* 1£Z"
t ?
biggest games nated from the VISA Playoffs
face ne of
° season Wednesday (top two teams from Eastern
when nationally ranked Mary and Western Divisions qualWashington visits Farmville ify).
The Eagles, ranked 11th in
for a 3:30 contest.
While the game matches Division III last week, beat
two teams which have domi- Longwood twice last season
nated Virginia College Divi- with the second triumph
sion soccer in recent years, coming by a 3-0 count in the
much more is at stake than VISA title contest. Lancer
Just bragging rights. Both the coach Paul Sidhu will be
pulling against his brother
H*"™ f^E??6.! «! me.m"
bers of the VISA Eastern Di- Ranjit who is a senior back
After recordin
g a
Virginla
Wesieyan
b
J
.
, n ,
nd
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This Weeks
Schedule

for Mary Washington. The
Eagles boast an Ail-American
midfielder in Shane Shackford.
Saturday. Longwood put
together one of its top efforts
of the season while shutting
out visiting Lincoln Memorial.
Sparked by the inspired play
of Rodney Funk. Longwood
owned a 13-5 edge in shots
and a i0-3 margin corners for
the game. The Lancers,
despite a 9-1 shot advantage
and seven corners, were
unable to score in the first
half.
Only freshman Rich Kloska

Tuesday 10/3 — Women's
Tennis: UNCG (3:30)
Wednesday 10/4 —
Soccer: Mary Washington
(3:30). Field Hockey: Wake
Forest (4:30). Women's
Tennis at Meredith (2:30).
Thursday 10/5 - Men's
Golf: Radford (2:30).
Friday 10/6 — Baseball:
at Richmond (1:00). Women's
Golf: at JMU tournament.
Field Hockey at R-MC (4:00).
Women's Tennis: John Jay at
Williamsburg.
Saturday 10/7 — Men's
Golf: Williamson Alumni
Match (9:30). Field Hockey:
Alumnae Game (11:00).
Baseball: Virginia State
|(1:00). Women's Golf: at JMU
Tournament.
Sunday 10/8 — Soccer:
Atlantic Christian (1:00)
Men's golf at Rhododendron
Classic. Women's Golf: at
JMU tournament.

was able to score. Kloska
knocked in a goal with 32:35
left on an assist from Ray
Jones and the Lancers made
the
score
stand up.
Goalkeeper Steve Thompson
notched his fourth shutout of
the season and had several
crucial saves in the final
frantic moments of the
contest. The Railsplitters
sank to 3-5-1 for the year.

Get Involved in Crop Walk
As one of the coordinators
for the upcoming Crop Walk
for hunger that is held annually in the community. I am
writing to ask for your personal help and the help of
your organization or dorm
hall in this important event.
We are very thankful for the
tremendous support Crop
Walk has received on the
campuses for the past several
years that the event thas been
held. The commitment of
people like yourself to aid in
bringing relief to those who
experience hunger In the
world and In our local area
has been a key element In
making Crop Walk a success
In our community. We hope
to continue that success this
year with the upcoming Crop
Walk, scheduled for Sunday
evening. October 22. a 2 p.m..
beginning from in front of
Jarman Auditorium at Long
wood.

For more information, write
me. Rev. Allen Breckenridge. P.
O. Box 91 H-SC or through
Longwood's Campus Mail "Episcopal Campus Ministry'.
25% of the
lunds raised stay here in the
Prince Edward County area to
aid the hungry of our
community, especially women
and children. We are asking
specifically that you act to
enlist one or more volunteers
from your organization who
will work to get a commitment
from your group to participate in the Walk and to
enlist as many of the group as
possible to solicit sponsors for
the walkers. It is a 1 OK (6.2
mile) walk - an easy-paced
jaunt, leisurely spent on a
nice fall day (God willing!)
meandering along shady town
streets through various parts

of the community, and
conversing with friends and
strangers alike. It really is a
community event and a great
opportunity to show your organization's colors, to carry
banners, posters, etc.
We hope you will please
take some time to get a representative or two to commit to
the following:
1. Attend the recruiters
Rally on Thursday evening.
Oct 5. at 7:30 p.m. in the
Wesley Campus Ministry
Center, located across from
French Dorm and Joaney on
the Poney. Bring as many
folks out to this as you wish,
as it will be a time to boost
energy and learn a little about
the hunger issue, and to learn
about the process for recruiting walkers and sponsors.
2. Return the attached
slip to my campus box (P.O.

Box 91 HSC or through
Longwood's Campus Mail —
"Episcopal
Campus
Ministry"), indicating your
representatives name. P.O.
Box and telephone number.
3. Commit to work and
enlist the organization to
participate as fully as
possible in the walk on Oct
28.
We do appreciate your help
and concern for this important matter. Through my
work in the community, I can
tell you that in Prince Edward
County alone there is mil( h
hunger and malnutrition, and
each person's help with this
walk does make a difference!
We hope to receive word of
your organization's willingness to participate in tin te
events and to Join with us on
Oct. 22 to walk for the
hungry.
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Tips for Financial Aid
The cost of college tuition
continues to skyrocket. Some
of the nation's top universities
are charging more than
$85,000 for a four-year education. Landing financial aid
is becoming more of a necessity than an option. Here are
some simple tips on how to
obtain money for a good education.
1. Contact your college financial aid office for a list of
financial options. There are
also credible companies, like
College Financial Planning
Service (CFPS). who provide
lists of available grants, loans
HHI scholarships
^rhnlnrshins for a small
and
fee.
2. Analyze your financial
situation honestly and apply
for as many programs as you
are eligible. Fill out .the forms
accurately.
3. After selecting a good financial aid package, negotiate
improvements with your
ge financial advisor. Also
thoroughly
investigate
alternative means for more

To enter .he program, a

student can call 1-800-3466401 to request a "student
data form." It must be completed and sent to CFPS with
$45 for the research fee. In
about two weeks, the student
will get a personalized computer print-out of financial
aid resources that matches
his or her background.
Many scholarships are
based on academic interests,
career plans, family heritage
and place of residence. There
are also many unique sources
such as money for students
who have been golf caddies or
newspape
newspaper carriers.
In the words of one financial aid expert, unique opportunities for monetary
support do exist, you just
have to be creative and
resourceful in finding them.

support.

College Financial Planning
Service has a data base of
more than 180.000 listings of
scholarships, fellowships.
nts and loans. It offers
information about donations
hum corporations, memorials,
mists, foundations, religious
ups and other philanthropic organizations.

A
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Wilder (ailed the popular
Reagan Administration
nomic
policies
the
"nightmare of Keaganonhcs".
Doug Wilder is the most
liberal candidates for Governor the Virginia Democratic
party has ever nominated. His
record shows that he is
against almost all of the polltli.it are important to
Virginians. He is weak on
Mime, his record supports
this. but in 1985 when he
was ai i used ol bring weak on
crime he called his opponent
a rat 1st. This will be his fall
back defence In the elections
this year.
Doug Wilder will break his
promise Ol no new taxes if he
gets elected. He doesn't know
how to raise state revenues
Without 8 tax in,
He
has Continually rejected the
success ol Reaganomlcs and
the supremacy of Supply-Side
nomlcs.
Doug Wilder is campaign
ing on a platform that em
bracei B wide number of
transportation initiatives tor
'Virginia. Hut this is election

year pandering as only Wilder
can do it. He has rejected numerous transportation plans
that, if implemented when
they were proposed, would
have lessened the transportation woes of today.
Doug Wilder is a true
disciple of the Welfare
Commonwealth idea. He has
been against most of the
modest welfare reform efforts
to date
- Virginia must fight to
be
comparable with the rest
of the nation.
Unlike many of his Repub"can counterparts. Doug
Wil(,cr has not
elaborated on
an
education, or antidrug.
policy for the Commonwealth.
This
vagueness and lack of
ideas is not what gets
*<»iieone elected in Virginia.
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By JONATHON CHURCH
Set
to
open
this
Wednesday night. Androcles
and the Uon Is a play for the
underdog, the villain, the
comic, and the romantic.
While the villains don't
triumph at the end. like the
other three, they receive their
fair share of enjoyment from
the audience. Guess director
Rex Stephenson coordinates
the many elements in the play
to provide a delightful show.
The whole play is set up to
b ^
audlence, especially
?.the younger
,«. theatregoers,
♦!.-«♦—«T1 beKfore a word Is spoken. The
set, designed by James Gross.
Is centered around an eye
catching gypsy-type wagon.
Later In the show the wagon's
parts unfold and move for a
variety of ingenious special
effects. The cast is costumed
to complement the stage with
the "Zanies" wearing material
straight out of Saturday
morning animation. The effect
is to give the players and
stage the headstart they need
on capturing the children's
attention and interest.
The actors do the script
and stage Justice by never
letting the pace slow or the
attention wander. Like that
all too familiar blockbuster of
this summer, themost interesting character may be the
villain.
Daniel
Ellis

Commentary
(Continued from page 2)

.

election is over. In 1989 he
must be sent back to private
life to think about his liberal
ideas.
Doug Wilder's record
speaks for itself. He is weak
on crime, anti-transportation
(thereby
anti-Northern
Virginia), he is against fiscal
conservatism and against fiscal responsibility, he is
against welfare reform, and
he is for higher taxes. He will
try to attempt to fool the electorate with a delicate illusion
of conservatism. But this illusion will be rudely disspelled when he has to
answer for his past. He will
tell Virginians that he is one
of them but; he is the living
antithesis of what all
Virginians believe in.

Doug Wilder is very much
like other liberal Democrats
we have seen a lot of lately.
He will sound conservative
while campaigning, but he Is
in reality he is a member of
the ultra-radical Jesse
Jackson wing of the
Democratic Party. Doug
Wilder runs to the right wing
whenever he seeks a higher
office, but returns to his
liberal ideology once the

T
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(Pantalone). and Dave
Richards (The Captain) g*e
the heroes a delightfully horrible time, as both actors
have perfected their roles. The
heroes however, are quick to
adapt to the underdog position and triumph over the villains with a smile. Kaddy
Feast (Androcles) and Kim
Graves fThe Lion) do a great
Job of playing off each other.
In the end. It is the heroes
who carry the show and provide the energy the audience
needs. But don't forget the
' though they are most
lovers
lover s
, - »""*»» ",cy «"
number three on the totem.
Emily Roderer and Tony
Wright (The lovers Isabella
and Lelio) prance about the
stage with poetry, song and
sighs that convince both
characters and audience of
their melodramatic love. The
Narrator (Vern Williamson)
and the Zannies (Strawn.
Williams. Davis and Codding)
round out the show providing
insight, comedy and their
bodies as stage props.
What the play lacks is a
small bit of vocal talent.
Children probably won't notice (and the play is really for
them) but the play's weakest
point is the occasional song.
The actors who sing could
polish their solos up to be on
par with the incredible acting,
but they all do manage to get
the point of their song across

Androcles and the Lion
runs Wednesday through Friday at 8 p.m. and on
Octoberfest Saturday has a 4
p.m. matinee. Longwood
students are free with a
college ID and Seminar
students are reminded that
the play can fill part of course
requirements.

French Art
at H-SC
(Hampden-Sydney)
Drawings and prints from the
eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries depicting scenes
from the French Revolution
will be on exhibit at Hampden-Sydney College's Eggleston Library October 10-31.
The exhibition, entitled The
French Revolution— The First
Revolution for the Rights oj
Man, brings to life a great
moment of French history.
The French Revolution
signaled the end of two centuries of absolutism and the
beginning of the conquest for
the natural and inalienable
rights of man. The exhibit is
sponsored by the College's
history department and is
made available by the Embassy of France in celebration
of the Bicentennial of the
French Revolution.

Shut Up and Dance!
Tryouts were recently held
for Longwood's Drill Team,
the Lancer Line. Thirteen
members were selected for
this year's squad. We would
like to congratulate the following people:
Susan Beckwith
Jol Berenguer
Tracy Butts
•Michelle Coronett
Angle Dourbush
Jill Godfrey
Holly Kltchln
Monica Mencinl
Sherry Perkins
Stacy Pierce
•Cherie Rabem
Seandra Sahley
T.C. Schendel
(• denotes captains)
The squad would like to
thank all those who participated In tryouts. It was a very
hard decision.
The Lancer Line has a very
busy schedule ahead of them
this year. All half-time shows
of men's home basketball
games will be performed at.
along with a few women's

games. Another addition to
this year's agenda will be
Hampden-Sydney football
games. Scheduled performances are Oct. 21 and Nov.
4.
With Oktoberfest as the
beginning of our season, we
will be selling baked goods
and Kool-aid. Performances
will be held during the parade
and also between activities on
the mall of Stubbs and
Lankford. Routines are to be
a Depeche Mode, mix and a
Romantics Top Hit "That's
What I like About You."
We are very excited for our
year to begin. The squad has
an exceptional amount of talent and dedication this year.
We will be practicing 3-4
times a week allowing for an
increase in the difficulty levels
of dances. Many new stunts
have been added.
The Lancer Line hopes to
impress everyone this year
and wishes for the support of
all of Longwood.

